
SMBAZ MODELS

A.J. SLICK FUEL & HEATING OIL
A.J. Slick, Proprietor

Mod. # BB-002

Thank you for your purchase of
A.J. Slick Fuel & Heating Oil!

We have included many decals and details so the modeler need not search
for details to complete the scene.  please read entire instructions
before starting construction.

INSTRUCTIONS:

A)  Apply pieces with white glue, needle glue applicator,
      tweezers and a sharp hobby knife.
B)  Remove laser break-off points with hobby knife.
C)  Paint exterior sides of walls, window trims, doors, cat walks, and
      underside of roof any color you desire.

D)  Glue walls, tank supports, planks, ladders, overhangs and supports 
      (See Diagram 1).
E)  Install Peel & Stick windows and trim parts.  Install clear plastic windows (See
      Diagram 2).
F)  Examine Example A above, then cut the truck detail parts free with a sharp hobby
      knife, and wash in soapy water. Let dry completely, then glue together with CA
      glue. Paint as desired and decal the tank sides as shown in Example B. 

G)  Examine Example C
      below, then cut
      the parts free
      with a sharp 
      hobby knife and assemble with white glue 
                                as illustrated. Use the barrier
                                  signs printed below as desired
                                  by cutting out and gluing in the
                                  center of the barrier.

       

For best results, Diagram 1
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Tips:

Make a needle point glue applicator by drilling
a #80 hole in a piece of wood dowel, and use 
pliers to force the needle eye end into the 
hole, with a dab of super glue.

Use this tool to apply a thin layer of 
white glue to all edges that butt up to 
adjacent pieces for better strength. 
Also use it to apply glue to the 
interior walls where tar paper inserts go.

DOWEL + NEEDLE

=
WORLDS BEST Z SCALE GLUE APPLICATOR

Diagram 3

Diagram 4

Example D  
285 Gallon Fuel Tanks

H)   Install black paper inserts inside structure (See Diagram 3).
I)  Glue on roofs, then stick tar paper in courses, from bottom to top 
      (see Diagram 3).
J)  This kit comes with several details that must be prepared or glued 
      before painting. For plastic details scrape, carve, and sand 
      inclusions.  Next you must wash with soapy  water, and
      rinse with clean water, then dry completely before painting.  
       Apply tank railing to large tank top with CA glue, then glue 
      tank top to the large tank, with the ladder access oriented 90 degrees
      to the left of the lower hatch (see diagram 4)
K)   For tanker truck detail (not shown) prep and CA the wheels on, paint and decal.   
L)   Assemble 285 gal. fuel tank ( See Example D). (wires included to represent filler hoses) 
M)  For paint and decal placement, see box shot or apply as desired.
N)  Use your favorite scenery 
      materials for gravel 
      roads, field grass, trees, 
      and more.

      We hope you enjoy building 
      this kit as much as we did,
      The BAZ BoyZ!!! 
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